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 Sookie Stackhouse and her grandmother have always been close. In fact, Sookie is called Gran, even though she’s just a few
years older than her. Sookie lives with her Gran in a house with a lot of telepathic vampires in the basement. Sookie’s true love

Bill, is one of those vampires, but he can’t read minds - he’s a telepath. There is a lot of tension between Sookie’s and Gran’s
very different lifestyles. In fact, she will always be an outsider as long as she lives with Gran. So, when Sookie’s grandmother is
found dead, it’s up to Sookie to solve the mystery. Taken in by the Light: Three nights before her fifteenth birthday, Alex and
her sister, Mary, are kidnapped from their home and forced to live in a compound of handsome, affluent vampires. There they

discover a secret society, which as members of the Tall, Dark and Vampired, are taught that they are the elite of vampires. From
Mary: We are taught to be perfect. We are taught to be silent. We are taught to be happy. We are taught to be afraid.” Alex:

“Our society is divided into three tiers. Vampires at the bottom, the middle, and the top. The TAVs. We are vampires who have
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been chosen. Those who have been chosen to live out lives in secret, and be a part of the Vampired.” The Vampired is a
subculture that consists of four levels, each designed for a certain function. Siblings, who are able to control the vampire in

them, become vampires. The highest tier of vampires, are the TAVs, who are called the First Family. According to the rules of
the society, only six of the First Family can be found and killed at any time. Alex has no family, no parents, and no brother, so

she is determined to change that. Riley: You’re right. I get it. Vampires are bad. But if I can’t ever be a vampire, how the hell am
I supposed to live out my life? Alex: “You can’t.” Alex is sent to the Badlands, one of the most dangerous and feared territories

in the world. A 82157476af
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